Benefits Of Plastic Surgery

Introduction

Plastic surgery is a specialty in the field of medicine, which works towards the restoration of form and function. The operation is applicable to anybody irrespective of health as it is not necessarily a curative measure. The client going for plastic surgery should consider the benefits and consequences of the same. This paper argues that plastic surgery is beneficial the client.

Beauty in people creates lovely feeling in them so that the pretty person end up feeling happy as he or she attracts others who contact him in a lovely manner. For this reason, the urge for doing away with ugliness will push such persons to undergo plastic surgery. We realize that even the famous were concerned about their physical appearance. A good example is the legend Michael Jackson who underwent the plastic surgery and which actually contributed to his popularity.

As our children grow up, they face a number of obstacles in their lives most of which narrow down to psychological issue making them be concerned about their physical appearance. For example, girls would rather embrace being tall thin and beautiful while boys, would strive to be muscular and handsome. Plastic surgery has the ability to take care of the psychological issue of these children.
Many children develop both serious and little defects right from their birth, which affect the psychological side of them. Plastic surgery has however succeeded to rectify some of their defected organs and actually reconstructed life and self-confidence in them.

**Conclusion**

From these arguments, plastic surgery promotes beauty, favors children psychologically, and reconstructs life and self-confidence in any person irrespective of age. Therefore, we consider plastic surgery to have a number of benefits since it contributes to the well-being of different people.
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1. *Introduction*

2. **Advantages/ benefits**

   2.1 It is an effective psychotherapy invention

   2.2 It enhance self esteem

   2.3 Enhance beauty

   2.4 It helps in covering scars and correcting blemishes

3. **Disadvantages**
3.1 It is costly
3.2 It does not change the genetic make up
3.3 It is temporary

4. Factors that influence the decision to go for cosmetic surgery
   4.1 Need for beauty and perfection
   4.2 To correct morphological limitation
   4.3 Financial stability

5. Conclusion
   It maul be expensive, but the final outcome is always the main driver.
   People feel beautiful and motivated as they are sure their image is close to perfection